
Chapter 2 
 

A Not-So-Ordinary Afternoon 
 

 

Nathan opened his eyes and blinked several times, not Nathan opened his eyes and blinked several times, not 
believing what he saw.  Gone were the lights and the 
desks.  Gone were his classmates and teacher.  He sat on a 
sandy boulder and he was out in a desert under a scorching hot 
sun.  He shielded his eyes, trying to get his bearings.  Nathan 
was utterly confused. 

his arm and yanked him to the ground.  He fell with a thud but 
he was told to hush when he moaned in pain.  

 A shadowy hand pointed toward the sunlight, and 
Nathan hesitated to look, knowing it was very bright in that Nathan hesitated to look, knowing it was very bright in that 
direction. 

  

  Wait   

was.  As he sat there in the sweltering heat, he felt the ground 
underneath him shudder for a moment then stop.  Then it 
shook again and stopped.  The tremors repeated rhythmically 
and seemed to be growing stronger with each passing 
moment.  moment.   

A hand reached around and covered his mouth so he 
 He wriggled and tried to free himself, but his 

captor was stronger and held him firm.  The tremors grew more 
intense and soon the light in the sky faded drastically. 



unbelievable to behold.  A hulking form rose in the distance and 
stretched its neck up into the sky and blotted out the 
sun.  From his vantage point, it was a gray, misshapen mass, 
but its size reminded him of one thing only: dinosaurs.   

He looked around at the rocky ground, the boulders, the He looked around at the rocky ground, the boulders, the 
sparse landscape, and the giant creature in the not-quite 
distance.  It simply had to be a dinosaur!  It was too enormous 
to be anything else.  The creature continued its plodding gait 
and the tremors continued when it moved again.  Truly, it was a 
massive beast. 

It felt as if hours passed by before the hand clenched 
around him released him.    Nathan heard 
a slight scrambling sound and he reflexively ran after the 
person who had kept him from being seen by the dinosaur. person who had kept him from being seen by the dinosaur.

They ran for a number of yards.  Maybe it was a mile.  It 
reminded Nathan of gym class.  He hated running the mile, but 
he always tried to push through the pain.  

with his protector right now. 
Not long later, a few small huts rose into view and 

was for the first time.  In some ways, it reminded him of Reiko, 
but the person was very different.   

  Elk   Elk 
Tree Ville.  You are visitor and unwary.   

stand.  Where am I?  How did I get 
 

overwhelming.  How could he have possibly ended up in a 



desert with a village and roaming dinosaurs?  He wiped his 
brow nervously. 

  She smiled 
encouragingly and escorted him into the tiny village.  

total, ranging from babies to old folk.  They wore dusty clothing total, ranging from babies to old folk.  They wore dusty clothing 

rays.  It made Nathan wish he had a bottle of sunscreen with 
him. 

The huts around the village were made of the same beige 
cloth and it blended in perfectly with the tan color of the 
sand.  At first he thought it was a rather boring combination 
and that it lacked any form of creativity.  Then the ground 
shook with more tremors and he suddenly realized that the 
color scheme they had chosen made perfect sense.  It kept color scheme they had chosen made perfect sense.  It kept 
them hidden from the dinosaurs.  Perfect camouflage. 

Treesa walked Nathan through the village to the other 
side, which overlooked a chasm that dropped many feet 
below.    

 
those dinosaurs.  You really all just live here with those things 

 

 

that meandered along the horizon.that meandered along the horizon. 

learned when he was younger.  
the land in prehistoric ti  He stopped himself.  
somehow stuck in prehistoric times?   



Treesa chortled at the expression on his face.  
Treesa laugh.   

More tremors shook the ground as a small pack of Walkers 
wandered closer.  Nathan noticed that there were two main 
varieties, but both were about two thousand times bigger than 
he was.  One type of Walker was very dull in color and he was.  One type of Walker was very dull in color and 
reminded Nathan of a gum wrapper after the gum had been 
chewed and spat away.  It seemed unimportant to him, even 
being its massive size. 

The other type of Walker, however, was absolutely 
stunning to see.  Its skin glimmered with shimmering light all up 
and down every scale that covered its immense body.  The 
colors swept up and around in a mesmerizing pattern and 
Nathan could focus on nothing else, it was so captivating.  He 
just stared at the endless swirling effect and only the tugging just stared at the endless swirling effect and only the tugging 
hand and mocking laugh of Treesa pulled him back to the world 
around him. 

 
subdued.  Those Neutrodons.  Big, but no eat us.  Squash us like 

 

Nathan was reluctant to ask, because he feared that if he 
looked again, the shimmering behemoth would entrap his 
attention again.  Yet he had to know their name.   The 

 

Protosaurus.  Lose self when they see bright color.  Cannot 
 

deeply into his eyes.    



I  Then he sighed deeply.  
 

 Is for Walkers to walk together.  Not for us to be 
too close.  We be Elk Tree.  We survive by stay away.  If too 
close, we eaten or squashed.   Treesa took his hand 
and led him from the area, bringing him to a campfire that was and led him from the area, bringing him to a campfire that was 
bravely set up in the middle of the village. 

He had no idea what she served him for food, but it 
  It tasted a bit like rock sprinkled 

with sand and roasted over fire so the sand could become a 
little like glass.  
few sips of water.  
here and the water ration she had given him was barely 
enough. 

A horn sounded in the air and Treesa tensed sharply, after A horn sounded in the air and Treesa tensed sharply, after 
which she placed her ear to the ground.  
murmured.    

Nathan noticed all around the village that people were 
scrambling wildly.  The tan tents were quickly collapsed and 
rolled into neat packets, and it reminded him of a folding 
umbrella that fell in on itself with the push of a button.  Babies 
cried but their parents calmed them quickly.  Although 
everyone moved rapidly, they did not move in panic.  The haste 
was a very different feel and Nathan stood up, trying to 
understand what was happening.understand what was happening. 

Treesa grabbed his hand.   Walkers move.  We 
 



 
close, they would kill us or eat us or stomp on us or 

 

 But they go where is food.  Our food, low.  Need 
food.   

Nathan scratched his head.  Nathan scratched his head.  
we need to stay sort of close to those massive Neutrodons and 
Protosauruses but that we also have to stay far enough away 
from them?  
too?   

 
colors.   She hurried away and Nathan pushed 
hard to keep up.   

The entire village relocated over the course of several 
hours.  They were constantly on the move, following the herd hours.  They were constantly on the move, following the herd 
of massive beasts as they sought other nourishment.  The sun 
sank low in the sky and then vanished altogether, revealing a 
flickering night sky, the likes of which Nathan had never 
seen.  He stopped and stared upward in total awe. 

  
 Look how bright they 

 He thought of his bedroom when he was a little kid and 
the floor was covered with pure black tiles.  He had purposely 
spilled some baby powder on the floor because it allowed him 
to skate back and forth and just glide along.  And he had for a to skate back and forth and just glide along.  And he had for a 
few minutes before he had fallen and landed hard on the 
floor.  The sparks in his head, mingled with the white flecks of 
powder on the floor, looked almost as dazzling as this brilliantly 
lit nighttime sky. 



 
village.  Each light in sky is us from other side, looking 
down.  Each tiny flicker is moment of life with meaning and 
power.  Above, one light is Treesa.   

It was an interesting idea.  He stared upward at the 
glimmering lights.    glimmering lights.    

A deep weariness swept over him and he yawned 
deeply.  When he finished, he found himself standing upright in 
his science classroom, staring up intently at the spinning disco 
ball overhead.   

Dr. Lupino grinned at him from the front of the room and 
Nathan flushed a deep crimson.  He looked around the room 
but all the other classmates seemed just as dazed as he 
was.  He looked down at the blank page in his binder, shocked 
to find that it was no longer blank. to find that it was no longer blank.

Inside there was a diagram of two larger objects, called 
protons and neutrons, and they were circled by other tiny 
objects called electrons.  

on the page. 
Nathan thought back to the Walkers and their tremendous 

size, then he looked back to the notes he had unwittingly 
scrawled across the page.  He considered the warnings Treesa 
had given him about being drawn toward the Protosaurus but 
that he must never go too near.  Then at last he looked up at that he must never go too near.  Then at last he looked up at 
the teacher. 

ning ear 
to ear. 

* * * 



The bus ride home that day was overflowing with 
excitement.  
together and discussed the images they had seen during class 
that day.  Everyone had experienced a similar scenario, but yet 
each was very individual.  Though two stories were very similar, 
each was unique because the person experiencing it had each was unique because the person experiencing it had 
focused on different things.   

am certain.  She walked in the snow without heavy furs but 
 

  
told to stay lined up on one of the rings of waves that came 

 

Nathan scratched his head.  
so she could help us put it all together.  What about the so she could help us put it all together.  What about the 

 

 
remember writing anything, but there it all was in my 

 

 

Leena shrugged, opening her binder right then and there, 
it was so important.   Protons and neutrons are in the 
nucleus and are almost two thousand times the size of an 

 

a positive charge and attract the negative electrons, but they 
must never meet or they would destroy each other.  Neutrons 
are neutral and do not attract the electrons, even though they 

 



Sergei looked from one to the other.  l 
 

Nathan hesitated to answer at first, but then it gushed out 
of him.  
wanted was to run over there, but Treesa said not to, that it 
would eat me.  se gray would eat me.  se gray 
Walkers either.  It all fits!   

leaning in toward her friends.  
 

oed. 
 


